
FREEDOM AND THE COLLEGES

BEFORE discussing the present
status of academic freedom it:

may be as well to consider what we
mean by the term. The essence of
academic freedom is that teachers
should be chosen for their expert-
ness in the subject they are to
teach, and that the judges of this
expertness should be other experts.
Whether a man is a good mathe-
matician, or physicist, or chemist,
can only be judged by other mathe-
maticians, or physicists, or chemists.
By them, however, it can be judged

- with a fair degree of unanimity.
The opponents of academic free-

dom hold that other conditions;
besides a man’s skill in his own de-.
partment should be taken into con-.
sideration. He should, they think:,.
have never expressed any opiniort
which controverts those of the
holders of power. This is a sharp is..
sue, and one on which the totali-.
tarian states have taken a vigorous;

’line. Russia never enjoyed aca-
demic freedom except during the
brief reign of Kerensky, but i[
think there is even less of it now
than there was under the Tsars.
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Germany, before the war, while
lacking many forms of liberty, rec-
ognized pretty fully the principle
of freedom in university teaching.
Now all this is changed, with the
result that with few exceptions the
ablest of the learned men of Ger-
many are in exile. In Italy, though
in a slightly milder form, there is
a similar tyranny over universities.
In Western democracies it is gen-
erally recognized that this state
of affairs is deplorable. It cannot,
however, be denied that there are
tendencies which might lead to
somewhat similar evils.

The danger is one which democ-
racy by itself does not suffice to
avert. A democracy in which the
majority exercises its powers with-
out restraint, may be almost as ty-
rannical as a dictatorship. Tolera-
tion of minorities is an essential
part of wise democracy, but a part
which is not always sufficiently
remembered.

In relation to university teach-
ers, these general considerations are
re-enforced by some that are es-
pecially applicable to their case.
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FREEDOM AND THE COLLEGES

University teachers are supposed
to be men with special knowledge
and special training such as should
fit them to approach controversial
questions in a manner peculiarly
likely to throw light upon them.
To decree that they are to be silent
upon controversial issues is to de-
prive the community of the benefit
which it might derive from their
training in impartiality. The Chi-
nese empire, many centuries ago,
recognized the need of licensed
criticism, and therefore established
a Board of Censors, consisting of
men with a reputation for learning
and wisdom, and endowed with the
right to find fault with the Em-
peror and his government. Unfor-
tunately, like everything else in
traditional China, this institution
became conventionalized. There
were certain things that the censors
were allowed to censure, notably
the excessive power of eunuchs, but
if they wandered into unconven-
tional fields of criticism the Em-
peror was apt to forget their immu-
nity. Much the same thing is

happening among us. Over a wide
field criticism is permitted, but
where it is felt to be really dan-
gerous, some form of punishment
is apt to befall its author.

Academic freedom in this coun-
try is threatened from two sources:
the plutocracy, and the churches,

25

which endeavor between them to
establish an economic and a theo-
logical censorship. The two are
easily combined by the accusation
of communism, which is recklessly
hurled against anyone whose opin-
ions are disliked. For example, I
have observed with interest that,
although I have criticized the
Soviet government severely ever
since I92o, and although in recent
years I have emphatically ex-
pressed .the opinion that it is at
least as bad as the government of
the Nazis, my critics ignore all this
and quote triumphantly the one or
two sentences in which, in mo-
ments of hope, I have suggested
the possibility of good ultimately
coming out of Russia.

The technique for dealing with
men whose opinions are disliked
by certain groups of powerful in-
dividuals has been well perfected,
andis a great danger to ordered
progress. If the man concerned is
still young and comparatively ob-
scure, his official superiors may be
induced to accuse him of profes-
sioi~al incompetence, and he may
be quietly dropped. With older
men who are too well known for
this method to be successful, publ.ic
hostility is stirred up by means of
misrepresentation. The majority
of teachers naturally do not care
to expose themselves to these risks,
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~6 THE AMERICAN MERCURY

and avoid giving public expression
to their less orthodox opinions. This
is a dangerous state of affairs, by
which disinterested intelligence is
partially muzzled, and the forces
of conservatism and obscurantism
persuade themselves that they can
remain triumphant.

II

The principle of liberal democ-
racy, which inspired the founders of
the American Constitution, was
that controversial questions should
be decided by argument rather
than by force. Liberals have always
held that opinion should be formed
by untrammeled debate, not by
allowing only one side to be heard.
Tyrannical governments, both an-
cient and modern, have taken the
opposite view. For my part, I see
no reason to abandon the liberal
tradition in this matter. If I held
power, I should not seek to prevent
my opponefits from being heard. I
should seek to provide equal facili-
ties for all opinions, and leave the
outcome to the consequences of
discussion and debate. Among the
academic victims of German per-
secution in Poland there are, to my
knowledge, some eminent logicians
who are completely orthodox
Catholics. I should do everything
in my power to obtain academic

positions for these men, in spite of
the fact that their coreligionists do
not return the compliment.

The fundamental difference be-
tween the liberal and the illiberal
outlook is that the former regards
all questions as open to discussion
and all opinions as open to a
greater or less measure of doubt,
while the latter holds in advance
that certain opinions are absolutely
unquestionable, and that no argu-
ment against them must be allowed
to be heard. What is curious about
this position is the belief that if im-
partial investigation were permitted
it would lead men to the wrong
conclusion, and that ignorance is ....
therefore, the only safeguard against
error. This point of view is one
which cannot be accepted by any
man who wishes reason rather than
prejudice to govern human action.

The liberal outlook is one which
arose in England and Holland dur-
ing the late seventeenth century, as
a reaction against the wars of re-
ligion. These wars had raged with
great fury for ~3o years without
producing the victory of either
.party. Each party felt an absolute
certainty that it was in the right
and that its victory was of the
utmost importance to mankind.
At the end, sensible men grew
weary of the indecisive struggle and
decided that both sides were mis-
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taken in their dogmatic certainty.
John Locke, who expressed the
new point of view both in philoso-
phy and in politics, wrote at the
beginning of an era of growing
toleration. He emphasized the falli-
bility of human judgments, and
ushered in an era of progress which
lasted until I9~4. It is owing to the
influence of Locke and his school
that Catholics enjoy toleration in
Protestant countries, and Protes-
tants in Catholic countries. Where
the controversies of the seventeenth
century are concerned, men have
more or less learned the lesson of
toleration, but in regard to the new
controversies that have arisen since
the end of the Great War the wise
maxims of the philosophers of lib-
eralism have been forgotten. We
are no longer horrified by Quakers,
as were the earnest Christians of
Charles II’s court, but we are hor-
rified by the men who apply to
present-day problems the same out-
look and the same principles that
seventeenth century Quakers ap-
plied to the problems of their day.
Opinions which we disagree with
acquire a certain respectability
by antiquity, but a new opinion
which we do not share invariably
strikes us as shocking.

There are two possible views as
to the proper functioning of de-
mocracy. According to one view,
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the opinions of the majority should
prevail absolutely in all fields.
According to the other view, wher-
ever a common decision is not nec-
essary, different opinions should be
represented, as nearly as possible,
in proportion to their numerical
frequency. The results of these
two views in practice are very dif-
ferent. According to the former
view, when the majority has de-
cided in favor of some opinion, no
other must be allowed to be ex-
pressed, or if expressed at all must
be confined to obscure and un~
influential channels. According to
the other view, minority opinions
should be given the same opportu-
nities for expression as are given
to majority opinions, but only in a
lesser degree.

This applies in particular to
teaching. A man or woman who is
to hold a teaching post under the
state should not be required to ex-
press majority opinions, though
naturally a majority of teachers
will do so. Uniformity in the opin-
ions expressed by teachers is not
only not to be sought, but is, if
possible, to be avoided, since diver-
sity of opinion among preceptors
is essential to any sound education.
No man can pass as educated who
has heard only one side on ques-
tions as to which the public is
divided. One of the most important
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things to" teach in the educational
establishments of a democracy is
thepowe~ of weighing argfiments,
and the open mind which is pre-
pared in advance to accept which-
ever side appears the more reason-
able. As’soon as a censorship is
imposed upon the opinions which
teachers may avow, education
ceases to serve this purpose and
teiads to produce, instead of a na-
tion oF men, a herd of fanatical
bigots. Sinde the end of the Great
War, fanatical bigotry has revived
until it has become over a great
part of the world as virulent as dur-
ing the wars of religion. All those
who oppose free discussion and who
seek to impose a censorship upon
the" opinions to 4¢hich the young
are to be exposed are doing their
share in increasing this bigotry and
ifi plunging the world further into
the abyss of strife and intolerance
from which Locke and his co-
adjutors gradually rescued it.

There are two i:lUestions which
are not sufficiently distinguished:
the one as to the best form .of gov-
ernment; the other as to the func-
tions of government. I have no
doubt in my mind that democracy
is the best form of government, but
it may go as much astray as any
other form in regard to the func-
tions of government. There are cer-
tain matters on which common ac-

tion is necessary; as to these, the
common action should be decided
by the majority. There are other
matters on which a common de-
cision is neither necessary nor de-
sirable. These matters include the
sphere of opinion. Since there is a
natural tendency for those who
have power to exercise it to the
utmost, it is a necessary safeguard
against tyranny that there should
be institutions and organized bod-
ies which possess, either in practice
or in theory, a certain limited in-
dependence of the state. Such free-
dom as exists in the countries which
derive their civilizations from Eu-
rope is traceable historically to the..
conflict between church and state
in the middle ages. In the Byzan-
tine Empire the church was sub-
dued by the state, and to this fact
we may trace the total absence of
any tradition of freedom in Russia,
which derived its civilization from
Constantinople. In the West, first
the Catholic Church and then the
various’Protestant sects gradually
acquired certain liberties as against
the state.

Academic freedom, in particu-
lar, was originally a part of the free-
dom of the church, and accordingly
suffered eclipse in England in the
time of Henry VIII. In every state,
I repeat, no matter what its form of
government, the preservation of
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FREEDOM AND THE COLLEGES ~9

freedom demands the existence of
bodies .of men having a certain
limited, independence of the state,
and among such bodies it is impor-
tant that universities should be
included. In America at the present
day there is more academic free-
dom in private universities than in
such as are nominally under a dem-
ocratic authority, and this is due
to a very widespread misconcep-
tion as to the proper functions of
government.

III

Taxpayers think that since they
pay the salaries of university teach-
ers they have a right to decide what
these men shall teach. This prin-
ciple, if logically carried out,
would mean that all the advantages
of superior education enjoyed by
university professors are to be nul-
lified, and that their teaching is to
be the same as .it would be if they
had no special competence. "Folly,
doctor-like, controlling skill" is one
of the things that made Shake-
speare cry for restful death. Yet de-
mocracy, as understood by many
Americans, requires that such con-
trol should exist in all state uni-
versities. The exercise of power is
agreeable, especially when it is
an obscure individual who exer-
cises power over a prominent one.

The Roman soldier who killed
Archimedes, if in his youth he had
been compelled to study geometry,
must have enjoyed a quite special
thrill in ending the life of so emi-
nent a malefactor. An ignorant
American bigot can enjoy the same
thrill in pitting his democratic
power against men whose views are
obnoxious to the uneducated.

There is perhaps a special danger-
in democratic abuses of power,
namely, that being collective they
are stimulated by mob hysteria.
The man who has the art of arous-
ing the’ witch-hunting instincts of
the mob has a quite peculiar power
for evil in a democracy where the
habit of the exercise of power by
the majority has produced that
intoxication and impulse to tyranny
which the exercise of authority al-
most invariably produces sooner or
later. Against this danger the chief
protection is a sound education de-
signed to combat the tendency to
irrational eruptions of collective
hate. Such an education the bulk
of university teachers desire to give,
but their masters in the plutocracy
and the hierarchy make it as diffi-
cult as possible for them to carry
out this task effectively. For it is
to the irrational passions of the
mass that these men owe their
power, and they know that they
would fall if the power of rational
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thinking became common. Thus
the interlocking power of stupidity
below and love of power above
paralyzes the efforts of rational
men. Only through a greater meas-
ure of academic freedom than has
yet been achieved in the public
educational institutions of this
country can this evil be averted.

The persecution of unpopular
forms of intelligence is a very grave
danger to any country, and has not
infrequently been the cause of na-
tional ruin. The stock example is
Spain, where the expulsion of the
Jews and Moors led to the decay of
agriculture and the adoption of a
completely mad finance. These two
causes, though their effects were
masked at first by the power of
Charles V, were mainly responsible
for the decline of Spain from its
dominant position in Europe. It
may safely be assumed that the
same causes will produce the same
effects in Germany, ultimately, if
not in the near future. In Russia,
where the same evils have been in
operation for a longer time, the
effects have become plainly visible,
even in the incompetence of the
military machine.
¯ Russia is, for the moment, the

most perfect example of a country
where ignorant J~igots have the
degree of control that they are
attempting to acquire in New

York. Professor A. V. Hill quotes
the following from the Astronomi-
cal Journal of the Soviet Union for
December, i938:

i. Modern bourgeois cosmogony is
in a state of deep ideological confusion
resulting from its refusal to accept
the only true dialectic-materialistic
concept, namely, the infinity of the
universe with respect to space as well
as time.

2. The hostile work of the agents
of Fascism, who at one time managed
to penetrate to leading positions in cer-
tain astronomical and other institu-
tions as well as in the press, has led to
revolting propaganda of counter-
revolutionary bourgeois ideology in the
literature.

3. The few existing Soviet material-
istic works on problems of cosmology
have remained in isolation and have
been suppressed by the enemies of the
people, until recently.

4- Wide circles interested in science
have been taught, at best, only in the
spirit of indifference toward the ideo-
logical aspect of the current bourgeois
cosmologic theories ....

5- The expos~ of the enemies of the
Soviet people makes necessary the
development of a new Soviet material-
istic cosmology ....

6. It is deemed necessary that Soviet
science should enter the international
scientific arena carrying concrete
achievements in cosmologic theories
on the basis of our philosophic method-
ology.

For "Soviet" substitute "Ameri-
can," for "Fascism" substitute
"Communism," for "dialectic-
materialism" substitute "Catholic
truth," and you will obtain a docu-
ment to which the enemies of aca-
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demic freedom in this country censured by his overbearing opponents,
might almost subscribe, whilst those who think without having

the courage to speak, like him, abandon
him in silence. He yields at length, op-
pressed by the daily efforts he has been
making, and he subsides into silence,
as if he was tormented by remorse for
having spoken the truth.

I think it must also be admitted
that De Tocqueville is right in
what he says about the power of
society over the individual in a
democracy:

When the inhabitant of a democratic
country compares himself individually
with all those about him, he feels with
pride that he is the equal of any one
of them; but when he comes to survey
the totality of his fellows, and to place
himself in contrast to so huge a body,
he is instantly overwhelmed by the
sense of his own insignificance and
weakness. The same equality which
renders him independent of each of his
fellow-citizens taken severally, exposes
him alone and unprotected to the in-
fluence of the greater number. The
public has therefore among a demo-
cratic people a singular power, of which
aristocratic nations could never so
much as conceive an idea; for it does
not persuade to certain opinions, but
it enforces them, and infuses them into
the faculties by a sort of enormous
pressure of the minds of all upon the
reason of each.

The diminution in the stature of
the individual through the huge-
ness of the Leviathan has, since
De Tocqueville’s day, taken enor-
mous strides, not only, and not
chiefly, in democratic countries.
It is a most serious menace to the

IV

There is one encouraging feature
about the situation, which is that
the tyranny of the majority in
America, so far from being new, is
probably less than it was a hundred
years ago. Anybody may draw this
conclusion from De Tocqueville’s
Democracy in America. Much of
what he says is still applicable, but
some of his observations are cer-
tainly no longer true. I can not
agree, for example, "that in no
country in the civilized world is
less attention paid to philosophy
than in the United States." But I
think there is still some justice,
though less than in De Tocqueville’s
day, in the following passage:

In America the majority raises very
formidable barriers to the liberty of
opinion: within these barriers an au-
thor may write whatever he pleases,
but he will repent it if he ever step
beyond them. Not that he is exposed
to the terrors of an auto-da-f~, but he
is tormented by the slights and per-
secutions of daily obloquy. His politi-
cal career is closed forever, since he
has offended the only authority which
is able to promote his success. Every
sort of compensation, even that ~f
celebrity, is refused to him. Before he
published his opinions he imagined
that he held them in common with
many others; but no sooner has he
declared them openly than he is loudly
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world of western civilization, and
is likely, if unchecked, to bring in-
tellectual progress to an end. For
all serious intellectual progress de-
pends upon a certain kind of self-
respect, a certain kind of independ-
ence of outside opinion, which
cannot exist where the will of the
majority is treated with that kind of
religious respect which the ortho-
dox give to the will of God. A re-
spect for the will of the majority
is more harmful than respect for
the will of God, because the will of
the majority can be ascertained.
Some forty years ago, in the town
of Durban, a member of the Flat
Earth Society challenged the world
to public debate. The challenge was
taken up by a sea captain whose
only argument in favor of the
world’s being round was that he
had been round it. This argument,

of course, was easily disposed of,
and the Flat-Earth propagandist
obtained a two-thirds majority.
The voice of the people having
been thus declared, the true demo-
crat must conclude that in Durban
the earth is flat. I hope that from
that time onward no one was al-
lowed to teach in the public schools
of Durban (there s, I believe, no
university there) unless he sub-
scribed to the declaration that the
roundness of the earth is an infidel
dogma designed to lead to commu-
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nism and the destruction of the
family. As to this however, my
information is deficient.

Collective wisdom, alas, is no
adequate substitute for the intel-
ligence of individuals. Individuals
who opposed received opinions
have been the source of all prog-
ress, both moral and intellectual.
They have been unpopular, as was
natural. Socrates, Christ, and Gali-
leo all equally incurred the censure
of the orthodox. But in former
times the machinery of suppression
was far less adequate than it is in
our day, and the heretic, even if
executed, still obtained adequate
publicity. The blood of the martyrs
was the seed of the church, but
this is no longer true in a country
like modern Germany, where the
martyrdom is secret and no means
exists of spreading the martyr’s
doctrine.

The opponents of academic free-
dora, if they could have their way,
would reduce this country to the
level of Germany as regards the
promulgation of doctrines of which
they disapprove. They would sub-
stitute organized tyranny for in-
dividual thought; they would pro-
scribe everything new; they would
cause the community to ossify, and
in the end they would produce a
series of generations which would
pass from birth to death without
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leaving any trace in the history of
mankind. To some it may seem
that what they are demanding at
the moment is not a very grave.
matter. Of what importance, it
may be said, is such a question as
academic freedom in a world dis-
tracted by war, tormented by per-
secution, and abounding in con-
centration camps for those who will
not be accomplices in iniquity ? In
comparison with such things, I
admit, the issue of academic free-
dom is not in itself of the first

33

magnitude. But it is part and parcel
of the same battle. Let it be re-
membered that what is at stake,
in the greatest.issues as well as in
those that seem smaller, is the free-
dom of the individual human spirit
to express its beliefs and hopes for
mankind, whether they be shared
by many or by few or none. New
hopes, new beliefs, and new thoughts
are at all times necessary to man-
kind, and it is not out of a dead
uniformity that they can be ex-
pected to arise.

A MAN AND HIS HOUSE

AHOUSE that’s built upon the sands
May hold a little love and pleasure,

And other things a fool may treasure,
While it stands.

A house set carefully in stone
Will turn the force of rain and tide, ’
And monument the futile pride
Of man when he is gone.

But when a house is built on pain
And sills of want and secret laughter
It’s fit for standing in the rain,
And fit for what is after.
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THE BONUS LOBBY RIDES AGAIN
BY STAlq’LEY HIGH

A NV.W tentacle from an old
octopus quietly slithered into

the Capitol during this session of
Congress. If allowed to grow, it will
suck from the Treasury of the
United States an estimated thirty-
five billion dollars. The money will
be sucked from all the people; it
will go to a minority who have no
honorable claim upon it. That they
will get it -- the-public-be-damned
--seems likely. They will get it,
barring the uprising of a public
damned too often, because the
power behind the octopus is the
ex-soldiers’ lobby. Between it and
the till is only the Congress of the
United States which that lobby,
despite the patriotic good sense of
the vast body of ex-soldiers for
whom it presumes to speak, long
ago learned how to cow.

The tentacle itself looks harmless
enough. Its first cost to the gov-
ernment may be no more than
$25,ooo,ooo a year. Small change!
That sum is for widows and orphans
and dependent parents. Gallant
gesture! In fact, so plausible has it
been made to appear and so quietly

has it been maneuvered that its
approach has caused none of the
outcry which, when it is too late, is
almost certain to arise. Close-up,
the twenty-five million involved
turns out to be important, not for
what it is but for what it threatens.
And the widows and orphans are
first, not because of chivalry, but as
a shield. This particular army is not
operating in front of the women
and children, but behind them.

The measure embodying this
devious strategy provides pensions
to widows and orphans of World
War soldiers. The pension will not
be confined to widows of soldiers
who died because of disabilities
incurred in the war. They are
rightly pensioned already, none too
generously, and nobody begrudges
that outlay. Neither will it be
limited to widows of men who
went overseas. If, on the eve of the.
Armistice the government drafted
a young man into the army and if,
for three months, he served his
country in some pleasant canton-
ment, his widow--regardless of
when or how he later died- wilt
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